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Abstract
Boundary layers generation has recently become one of the most sought-after features in mesh generation. But behind this single
feature hides a lot of diﬀerent capacities that range from the most basic, like extruding a layer from a surface, to imprinting, cross-
imprinting and multi-normals capabilities that are much more challenging to develop. This paper aims at implementing all those
features using hexahedral elements only and is based on a previously developed automated hexahedral mesh generator based on the
octree method. Both points, octree and hexahedra, implying some constraints that this paper will address in a very pragmatic way.
Indeed, we view automatic meshing from the industrial user’s point of view: no mesh, no run, consequently this work’s philosophy
has been always to favor automaticity and genericity over element’s quality and geometric approximation.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of the 25th International Meshing Roundtable (IMR25).
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1. Boundary-layers: what it is all about
Generating boundary layers (BL hereafter) consists in growing layers of stretched elements from a surface mesh.
In the early years of mesh generation, and up to a time not so distant, that was all BL where about. But when
this simple feature became widely available and used in numerical simulations, a truckload of requests came from the
users like multi-normals, normal-blending, imprinting, cross-imprinting, blending layers, and so on.
This section aims at listing and shortly describing all the desired features that should be implemented in an indus-
trial grade automated mesher.
Source control. We want to grow layers from some speciﬁc surface references or patches and may want to specify a
diﬀerent set of layer parameters on each of those references or groups of references.
Layers parameters. For each source reference we would like to specify the number of layers, their size and geomet-
rical growth factor.
Ending mode. Layers may not cover the whole surface and may stop at some surface patch limits. We would like to
specify whether the layers should vanish with wedge shaped elements or should imprints the surface it stops at. This
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parameter could be set by the user or automatically derived from the dihedral angle between the two surface quads
that belong to the diﬀerent domains. In case of wide angle, a wedge ending is preferred and when the angle is sharper
than 90 degrees, imprinting is preferred, in both cases for the sake of elements quality.
Cross-imprinting. Two sets of layers growing from neighbor surface patches, may fuse or intersect each other, creat-
ing a cross-imprinting pattern.
Normal blending. Layers should grow orthogonally to the surface, but in some concavities, it may create distorted or
invalid elements. This problem may be circumvented by slightly bending the normal vectors, skewing the elements,
to preserve their quality.
Blending layers. The last layer of a set is connected directly to the volume mesh and may be so thin that a strong
volume shock could happen, leading to imprecise numerical results. A set of extra layers, whose thickness should
grow from the ﬁnal physical layer up to the background element size, may be added to mitigate the size transition.
Hence the name blending layers.
Multi-normals. When layers have to be grown from a very sharp convex angle, they tend to generate very poorly
shaped elements. A nice way to deal with that is to round-up the sharp angle to preserve the mesh quality.
In this paper we will try to address each point as best as we can given the strong constraints coming from the octree
structure, which suﬀers from its inherent isotropy and axis alignment, and the hexahedral elements that are much more
rigid, topologically and geometrically than tetrahedra.
We know beforehand that we will not be able to reach the tetrahedral BL capacities that are much higher, thanks to
the nimble nature of simplicial elements over hexahedra. The greatest capacities that are diﬃcult, if not impossible,
to implement with octree and hexahedra, are anisotropic meshing as is seen in [12], the ability to push the layers very
far away from the boundary as seen in [9] and far stretching cross-imprinting as done in [11].
However, some interesting work has been done on hexahedral boundary layers generation using sheet insertion [7],
smoothing and extrusion [10] and even non conformal meshes based on octree [8].
The philosophy behind this work is always to favor the automatic and generic aspects of the algorithm since it
is intended to be used as a black box software component. So whatever the input surface is, and whatever the BL
parameters the user requests, the method must always produce a valid result, be it diﬀerent from what the user is
expecting in some complex cases.
In other words, the constant parts of the equation are the automaticity and genericity and the variables are the
elements quality and the geometric accuracy.
2. Octree based hexahedral meshing: a quick overview
The present work is based on Hexotic, an automated hexahedral-mesh generator based on the octree method that
was presented at the IMR 2009 conference. Since the objective of this work is to focus on BL generation only, the
reader is encouraged to read this previous paper for a deeper overview. For the sake of understanding, the mesher’s
basic principles are shortly described in this section. The process can be broken-down into the following steps:
1. reﬁne an octree structure according to the input surface meshes local feature sizes,
2. derive a dual mesh from the octree,
3. color volume subdomains separated by boundary faces,
4. insert a buﬀer layer of elements near the surface,
5. project boundary nodes on a smoothed surface while displacing the other inner nodes for the sake of quality,
6. insert a buﬀer layer of elements near the sharp angles,
7. project the boundary nodes on the real surface with sharp features while smoothing the other nodes.
Such algorithm suﬀers from many drawbacks: it is isotropic, thus generating too many elements, and its geometric
approximation is rather poor, especially near sharp angles. However, it is completely automated and can be integrated
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Fig. 1. Basic hexahedral meshing scheme: (from left to right) A grid that englobes the whole geometry is generated, the
surface mesh is intersected with the grid and inside and outside subdomains are deduced. A buﬀer-layer is wrapped around
the inner mesh and ﬁnally, the outer layer is projected on the real surface.
as a black-box component in any numerical simulation software suite. It is also very fast (millions of elements per
minute on a laptop), robust and general purpose. Figure 1 illustrates the most signiﬁcant steps.
This method has been implemented in a commercial software named Hexotic, that is used by both academics and
industrial customers for more than six years now. Consequently, it is fully tried and robust and is thus a good starting
point for all-hexahedral BL generation. Useful information on octree or hexahedral meshing could be found in the
following papers: [4], [5], [6], [1] and [3].
3. Mixing octree and boundary-layers
Such octree based meshes possess two interesting properties:
The ﬁrst one is that a buﬀer-layer of elements wrapps around the surface so that any boundary hexahedron has
only one face projected on the surface (see Figure 2). This single layer could be further subdivided to generate a set
of several layers needed for calculation of physical phenomena near the boundary. This buﬀer-layer will further be
referenced as the mother-layer as it will contain all the other boundary layers added for computational purposes.
The obvious advantage is that no growing process is needed as the main mother-layer already exists. One needs
only to slice it into several sub-layers.
The obvious drawback is that the total thickness of layers could not exceed that of this mother-layer, which is a
very limiting factor for some simulations like supersonic ﬂows.
Furthermore, if one wishes to limit the layers to some portion of the surface, the way to properly end the layers
has to be addressed. Here the second property comes into play: two surface quads from diﬀerent surface subdomains
are guaranteed to share only one edge. They cannot have only one vertex or two or more edges in common. Such
property will prove very useful when generating the various ending patterns with hexahedra only (see Figure 3).
Fig. 2. Two cases of degenerate hexahedra near the boundary: before and after buﬀer layer insertion.
Adding BL generation capability to an octree-based hexahedral mesher is consequently pretty straightforward: it is
a post-processing step that slices the mother-layer in several layers and does not require any modiﬁcation to the main
meshing algorithm.
However, generating good quality BL that follow all the user’s requirement is quite complex and has to be broken
down into several preparation steps that are presented in the following sections.
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Fig. 3. (1) Initial cube with two edges to be projected on a ridge; (2) Degenerate element after projection; (3) Each hex of the buﬀer-layer has no
more than one ridge-edge.
4. Checking and preparing the background mesh
Mother-layer inﬂating:. Since the total thickness of all layers cannot exceed that of the mother-layer it is important
to make room as much as possible. To do that, the metric ﬁeld associated with the hexahedra belonging to this layer is
modiﬁed so that its aspect ratio is three to one in the direction orthogonal to the surface. Afterward, several smoothing
steps are applied to the whole mesh so that the mother-layer’s elements are inﬂated and the inner volume elements are
pushed away from this layer, thus making room for the BL.
Size checking:. Since the user is free to specify as many layers of any thickness he wishes, the total layers size is
arbitrary and could be thicker than the mother-layer in the area where the BL should be inserted. In this case, a reverse
problem is solved so that the number of layers is maintained, but their size is reduced so that they all ﬁt inside the
mother-layer. On the other way, if the last layer’s size is smaller that half the mother-layer’s thickness, which would
create a strong size gap between this last layer and the rest of the volume mesh. In this case, some additional layers
are automatically added to mitigate the size transition. These are called blending layers.
Figure 4 illustrates why it is important to prepare the volume mesh before inserting the BL.
Fig. 4. Inserting boundary-layers in an existing hexahedral mesh (from left to right): initial hex mesh with an outer buﬀer-
layer, the buﬀer-layer is inﬂated, then a ﬁrst set of physical layers is inserted, then some blending layers are added to mitigate
the size transition between the last layer and the rest of the volume mesh.
After this step has been performed, the volume mesh is ready for BL insertion.
5. Global generation scheme
The global generation scheme is itself quite complex and requires four diﬀerent sub-steps.
At ﬁrst, elements are tagged depending on the set of layers they belong to, or the kind of layer ending that should
be used. Secondly, the vectors that will guide the generation of BL vertices are generated and their size and direction
are adjusted to make sure that the ﬁnal BL element volumes are positive. On a third step, only the BL vertices are
generated along those previously deﬁned vectors. And ﬁnally the BL elements are generated, connecting the BL
vertices. The next four sections illustrate those steps.
6. Set surface quads properties
Both surface vertices and quads have to be properly qualiﬁed in order to generate the right kind of BL.
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The analysis is ﬁrst performed on the boundary quads, and after their properties have been set, surface vertex
information is set accordingly.
Each boundary quad can belong to a surface subdomain that may generate BL or not. Each of those subdomains
has a its own set of parameters that are the number and thickness of layers and how those layers should end: wedge,
imprinting or cross-imprinting.
Topologically speaking, a quad is considered inner if it stands in the middle of a surface subdomain, which means
that all of its four neighbors belong to the same subdomain. Conversely, it is qualiﬁed as boundary if one (and there
may be only one as seen in Section 3) of its neighbors belongs to a diﬀerent subdomain.
Inner quads fall into two simple sub-categories: they do not generate BL, or they generate a regular set of layers,
that is, all of their four vertices are extruded and a set of hexahedra is orthogonally generated from the surface quad
(see the ﬁrst case in Figure 5).
Boundary quads are more complex and fall into four diﬀerent sub-categories:
1. does not generate BL but a neighboring quad generates imprinting BL, consequently this quad will be imprinted
by its neighbor’s layers even though it does not itself generate layers itself (see the third case in Figure 5),
2. does generate regular BL but a neighboring quad does not generate BL, thus a wedge-shaped set of layers should
be generated (see the second case in Figure 5),
3. does generate imprinting BL but a neighboring quad does not generate BL, thus a regular set of layers should
be generated, but the pair of shared vertices will be extruded along the neighboring quad’s surface and not
orthogonally to the generating quad since the layers should imprint the surface (see third case in Figure 5),
4. does generate cross-imprinting BL and a neighboring quad does the same, both sets of layers will imprint each
other creating a grid like mesh along the common edge (see rightmost case in Figure 5).
One has to keep in mind that inserting a layer of hexahedra is equivalent to inserting a sheet in the dual mesh as
explained in [14]. We then have to make sure that every hexes have at most one surface quad and that BL quads
have at most one edge shared with quads from diﬀerent surface domains. If those conditions are not enforced, we
will either end with arbitrary polyhedral elements, or the layer will not stop at the desired surface domain, but will
propagate through the whole mesh.
Conversely, surface vertices belong to the two same main topological categories: inner vertices are shared only
by quads that belong to the same subdomain and boundary vertices are those shared by quads from two diﬀerent
subdomains.
Inner vertices themselves fall into two simple sub-categories: those that do not generate BL and those that generate
a regular set of layers.
Boundary vertices are also more complex and fall into three diﬀerent sub-categories:
1. the vertex is shared by some quads that do not generate BL and some that generate wedge-shaped ending, con-
sequently it does not generate BL as it stands on the sharp edge of the wedge (see second case in Figure 6),
2. the vertex is shared by some quads that do not generate BL, and some that generate imprinting layers, conse-
quently this vertex is to be extruded along a path orthogonal to the boundary edge separating the two subdomains
and that is coplanar with the imprinted quad (see third case in Figure 6),
3. the vertex is shared by quads from two subdomains that generate cross-imprinting layers, this is the most com-
plicated case as the vertex is to be doubly extruded along a pair of vectors and will generate a 2D grid (see the
rightmost case in Figure 6).
Since we know what to do for each BL quad and vertex, the next step is to set the vectors along which the BL
vertices are to be extruded.
7. Generate and adjust the extrusion vectors
Before BL vertices can be generated, each vertex that has to be extruded should be associated with a vector along
which the BL vertices will be projected. This vector should be carefully chosen so that the resulting BL elements are
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Fig. 5. Diﬀerent kinds of BL quads (from left to right): regular, wedge, imprinting, cross-imprinting
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Fig. 6. Diﬀerent kinds of BL vertices (from left to right): regular, wedge (no layers are generated), imprinting, cross-imprinting
valid. To do that, we ﬁrst only set the vectors, simulate the shape of future layers and adjust the vectors to enhance
the elements quality.
Setting the vectors:. For each surface vertex that will generate BL, the average ball-quads normal is computed (the
ball of a vertex is the set of quads that share this common vertex). An additional operation is applied to imprinting or
cross-imprinting vertices: the initial vector is projected on the imprinted plane.
Adjusting the vectors:. A loop is performed on BL quads: their four vertex vectors are retrieved so that it is possible
to simulate the shape of the ﬁnal layers (see Figure 8), the vector’s size and direction are adjusted to avoid invalid BL
hexes.
The BL elements quality is evaluated with the jacobian only and the two extra diagonal volumes used in Hexotic
(see [3]) are not used. Although these two diagonal tetrahedra are useful to evaluate the hexahedron’s twist, they
degenerate very quickly when the element becomes very thin and the source boundary quad is not planar. Thus, one
of the two volumes is very often negative and the only way to righten it up is to enforce planar quads on the surface,
which is impossible for an arbitrary geometry cut from an octree structure. The resulting elements are valid in the
jacobian sense, but they may be highly twisted.
After the extrusion vectors are properly set, we can now move forward to the BL vertex generation.
8. Generate the vertices
As seen in Section 6, there are two kinds of BL vertices, regular and cross-imprinting (see ﬁg 9).
Growing the regular vertices is pretty straightforward, it consists in generating the physical and blending vertices
along the guiding vector, respecting the required sizes and spacing factor deﬁned in the previous step. This step is
also very easy to implement as the BL vertices are stored in a linked list associated with the base vertex.
Things are getting more complex when it comes to cross-imprinting vertices as they generate a 2D analytical mesh
along the two guiding vectors. This small grid has to be stored in a clever way since neighboring regular BL quads
will need to access a subset of the grid in a particular order. One needs to develop a procedure to extract a regular set
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
Fig. 7. Cylinder test case: Yellow surface generates BL that end in a wedge at grey surface (i), or imprint the grey surface (ii), grey surface generates
BL that end in a wedge at yellow surface (iii), or imprint the yellow surface (vi), both surfaces generate BL and connect in a regular way (v), or
cross-imprint each others (iv).
H1
H2
v1 v2
v3v4
H1
H2
v1 v2
v3v4
Fig. 8. Adjusting the vector size: left: vector v3 is too long and the
original hexahedron H1 would become too distorted because of the short
edge, right: the vector is gradually shortened until the two hexes reach a
threshold quality.
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of BL vertices from a cross-imprinting one, which is done by storing the row’s and column reference surfaces along
with the grid. When a single line of this grid is to be extracted as seen in ﬁgure 10 at left, the regular BL quad’s ref is
ﬁrst compared to that of the grid column ref. If they are the same, the rightmost column is returned. If the quad’s ref
corresponds to the grid row reference, then the last row is returned.
The ﬁgure 10 on the right illustrates this process. Let’s say that the blue face (F1) is processed before the red
one (F3), triggering the creation of the cross-imprinting grid associated with vertex V1. Since the blue ref started the
process, vertices along red lines are stored consecutively in the same column. When the face F2, which is a regular
case BL, is processed, it requires BL vertices from its two vertices, V2 and V3. But V2 was previously generated by
the face F1 and is stored in the last column of its grid. So face F2 starts a request process to grid V1 with blue as major
reference and red as minor reference and will get the grid’s right most column of vertices as a result. When comes
the time to process face F3, nothing will be done since the other face F1 did the job. Finally, face F4 is processed and
falls in the same regular case as F2, but this time the request to V1 grid is made with red as major reference and blue
as minor. Consequently the topmost line of the grid is returned.
F1 F2
F3
F4
V1 V2 V3
V4
V5
Fig. 9. Generating the BL vertices along vector paths: left: a regular vertex is extruded along a single path, dark
dots are the ﬁrst set of physical layers and white dots are the blending layers, center: a cross-imprinting vertex is
extruded along two paths leading to a regular grid. Note that the numbers and sizes of layers may be diﬀerent on
each side, right: regular BL elements accessing a neighboring cross-imprinting grid.
Aside from the cross-imprinting grid generation, this step is very easy since all the trouble with elements quality
has been dealt with in the previous step. We are now ready to move to the ﬁnal BL elements generation step.
9. Generate the elements
As seen in Section 6, the BL quads fall into four diﬀerent categories. However, they can be reduced to three since
imprinting BL is just a regular BL with some constraints on the extrusion vectors. In a topological way both are
identical.
That leaves us with three BL element generators to implement: regular, wedge and cross-imprinting.
Regular BL. A set of layers is extruded from the base quad along the vectors associated with each vertex (see the
leftmost case in Figure 10). This the most common case.
Wedge shaped BL. Ending a set of BL with wedge elements could be done in two ways: either by using prismatic
elements which would lead to a hybrid mesh, or by using degenerate hexahedra that look like prisms. The trick is
to associate two consecutive hexahedral layers to one wedge shaped hexahedron as illustrated in the second case in
Figure 10. In order to avoid those null jacobian elements because of the two collinear edges, the middle vertex could
be slightly moved away for the sake of quality, but at the cost of loosing orthogonality to the boundary. Which of the
three schemes is the best one depends on the solver that will compute on such meshes. It was suggested that this layer
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of wedges could be pushed one row of surface quads away from the BL generating surface so that the orthogonality
would be maintained throughout the whole area of interest. This might be part of a next release.
Cross-imprinting BL. Such case is made up of two operations, one that generates a regular set of BL from the quad
surface itself, and another one that generates a grid of cross-imprinting BL from the edge that separates the two cross-
imprinting quads as seen in the rightmost case in Figure 10. The ﬁrst operation is handled by the regular generator,
but the second one needs a speciﬁc generator that is called only once by one of the two neighboring quads (usually the
one with the greatest index). Note that when accessing the set of BL vertices from a cross imprinting grid, we need to
extract the rightmost or topmost set column or lines of vertices as seen in Figure 9.
This second operation ﬁrst retrieves the two grids from the two cross-imprinting edge vertices in the right order so
that BL elements are properly oriented. After that, two nested loops are performed, one for each set of layers, so that
the number of BL elements generated is the product of the number of layers from both sets.
Imprinting corners. This very particular case has not been presented so far. It occurs very rarely at vertices shared
by three diﬀerent subdomains: one that does not generate BL, one that generates regular BL and one that generates
imprinting ones. While there may be only a few of them in a mesh, we need to address this situation anyway.
Unfortunately, to do that we have to resort to pyramids as the transition between wedges and regular layers is too
complex to be meshed with good quality hexahedra. If one wants to avoid hybrid elements at all cost, it is possible
to propagate the imprinting surface to all neighboring surface quads as long as the dihedral angle they make is ﬂat
on convex until a new imprinting surface domain is deﬁned so that it is only surrounded by concavities. In this way
the imprinting layer will go all around this new domain and its neighbors, forming a closed loop, thus avoiding the
creation of imprinting corners.
Fig. 10. Top row: three diﬀerent kinds of BL quads with their extrusion vectors. Bottom row: corresponding BL meshes generated.
Unaddressed or poorly addressed matters. Multi-normals is indirectly addressed, since Hexotic cannot mesh angles
sharper than 60◦ (see [3] for the complete meshing algorithm) and ﬁllets are automatically added. One sharp edge
is replaced by its two layers of adjacent surface quads on both sides. Those quads are consequently projected on a
reconstructed surface that is a cylinder whose axis is the original sharp edge. Thus, four normal vectors stem out of
the initial sharp node (see Figure 11).
Normal blending was not implemented since it is useful only when the BL grows very far away from the surface
which is not possible with the current approach.
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Fig. 11. Top: The input surface of a sharp wing trailing edge. Bottom: Cut through the resulting ﬁllet hex mesh.
10. Conclusion
Adding a boundary-layers generation capacity to an octree hexahedral mesher proved feasible albeit with some
limitation. The strongest being that the layers cannot grow very far away from the surface, and that this distance
depends on the size of surface quads in the BL area. Aside from those strong limitations, all other useful features have
been successfully implemented, even the most challenging ones like imprinting and cross-imprinting.
Two directions might be investigated to tackle those limitations. First, we may try to inﬂate the mother-layer much
further by using a full-blown anisotropic smoothing scheme instead of the current implementation trick that imposes
an anisotropic metric ﬁeld only in the mother-layer but treats the rest of the volume mesh as isotropic. Doing that,
we are able to stretch the ﬁrst layer up to an aspect ration of 3 to 1 in the orthogonal direction, which is very limited.
When we tried to push it further away, the rest of the volume mesh got squeezed and the smoothing algorithm, which
is isotropic, tended to push the nodes back to their original position since it tried to make the element’s shape as cubic
as possible. It would take to generate and smooth a real anisotropic ﬁeld in the whole geometry, which, after some
trials, proved to be more challenging than we thought.
Another approach, similar to that in [2], and complementary to the ﬁrst one, would be to inﬂate the mother layer
as much as possible in every area, even if it leads to very diﬀerent thicknesses depending of the local geometrical
constrains and quad sizes. We could then modify the number of layers locally according to the local mother-layer
thickness. Such “best eﬀort” approach was very successful with tetrahedral meshing and might also be of interest
with hexahedra, even if it requires much complex topological tools.
Overall, the process proved to be quite reliable and fully automated and is currently being tested by several indus-
trial end users. We hope to come with some real life calculation on these meshes at the time of the conference.
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11. Examples
Fig. 12. Rocket test case (courtesy Dave Marcum, MSU), top: cut through the global view, center left: purple surface imprints the grey one, center
right: green and grey surfaces cross-imprint each others, bottom left: zoom on the nozzle’s inner part that features both a convex and a concave
right angle that are meshed with cross-imprinting and regular BL respectively, bottom right: cross section through the body. The volume mesh is
made up of 1.900.024 hexahedra (854.724 in the BL), scaled jacobian quality: average = 0.8579, minimum = 0.0451, meshing time = 12.4 seconds
on a quad-core i7 laptop.
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Fig. 13. Ouragan jet ﬁghter (courtesy Dassault Aviation, 1954), top: cut through the tail’s surface, bottom left: the tail’s BL end on the body with
a wedge, bottom right: tail and tail wing cross-imprint each others. The volume mesh is made up of 4.100.376 hexahedra (829,422 in the BL),
scaled jacobian quality: average = 0.8490, minimum = 0.0001, meshing time = 37.4 seconds on a quad-core i7 laptop.
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(i)
(ii)
(iii) (iv)
Fig. 14. DTMB ship hull, (test case provided by NextFlow Software for the Fortissimo project). The volume mesh is made up of 344,840 hexahedra
(40,264 in the BL), scaled jacobian quality: average = 0.8427, minimum = 0.0312, the meshing time is 3.5 seconds on a quad-core i7 laptop. (i):
input surface mesh, (ii): resulting quadrilateral surface mesh, (iii): imprinting on the surface mesh around the keel, (iv): cut through the BL and
volume.
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(i)
(iii)
(v)
(ii)
(iv)
(vi)
Fig. 15. Early development state of an AUDI A7 side mirror, (courtesy AUDI and I.A.G Universita¨t Stuttgart). The volume mesh is made up of
1,012,583 hexahedra (393,708 in the BL), scaled jacobian quality: average = 0.8157, minimum = 0.0244, the meshing time is 8.5 seconds on a
quad-core i7 laptop. (i): surface mesh, (ii): cut through the volume mesh, (iii): imprinting on the surface mesh, (iv): imprinting on the volume
(grey) and surface (green imprints on violet), (v): BL elements respect the surface subdomain boundary, (vi): cut through the BL and volume.
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